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The FlexDecks V-22 Nose and Wing Maintenance Platforms
were designed with direct input from V-22 service technicians.
Featuring a compact footprint and high-strength, lightweight
aluminum and steel construction, the V-22 platform conforms to,
meets and exceeds OSHA requirements. The platforms offer full
nose and wing fall protection and enhanced worker safety while
creating efficiencies in the maintenance process. This platform
is easily mobile when necessary and securely locked in place
during maintenance procedures.
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FEATURES
Adjustability - Two-foot
adjustability allows for aircraft
jacking and corresponding stand
adjustments
Rugged Construction - The
modular deck sections are
constructed from lightweight,
high-strength aluminum with selfdraining, anti-slip deck plate. The
leg sections are constructed of
steel providing rugged, towable
deck sections for movement in
and out of hangars and along the
flightline

Access Under Stands - Purpose-designed leg
bracing and substructure construction allows
personnel and equipment movement under stands
and access to engines, landing gear and support
equipment storage

Optional Lighting - Provides underwing, engine
and landing gear illumination
Mobility - Engineered for transport on flat-bed
trailers

Quick Assembly - Modular, easy assemble/
disassemble platform decks feature quick connect
clamp systems that allow four person set-up

Perfect Height - The maintenance stand follows
the contour of wing providing an ergonomic
work position

Load tested, highstrength, lightweight
aluminum and rugged
steel construction

Cross-fuselage handrails provide fall
protection for technicians crossing from
one side of the aircraft to the other

Autolock sliders provide fall
protection along the profile
of the aircraft. Equipped
with rubber bumpers to
protect skin of aircraft, the
sliders conform to the aircraft, eliminating trip and fall
hazards and gaps between
the stand and the aircraft.

Powder coated,
OSHA compliant
handrails

Heavy-duty industrial indexing swivel casters equipped
with foot-actuated locks and
brakes for safety and stability

Self-leveling stairs provide horizontal steps regardless of stand height
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